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Abstract
In order to show that the emergenceof new ideas takes place in a "constrainedcognitive environment", we conducted two experimental
shrdiesin a creaiive professional area: non-routine design.The first study is focused on the role of analogical reasoningin creativity and.
especially,on the nature of potential "sources" of inspiration. which facilitate the evocationprocess.The secondstudy aims at understanding
on which ground designersof different leveis of expenise construct their own constrainedcognitive environment. Based on the obrained
results,we suggestways to facilitate creative acts from desigaers.@ 2000 Elsevier ScienceB.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Creativity: questions and views

activities better.

Creativity can occur in a variery of situations,going from
artistic situations (e.g. painting or music composing) to
situations of technological innovation. However, creativity
is both diffrcult to defrne and to explain. According to the
dictionary,creativity refers to'1he ability to producenew
and original ideas and things", and creation has been
defined as "to bring into being or form out of nothing"
(dictionary definition quoted in Ref. [2]). Contrary to this
last definition, we argue that one of the mechanismsthat
contributes to the emergence of new ideas is analogymaking. It implies that new ideas would be in fact inspired,
at leastpartially, by previous situations,which can belong or
not to t}e same area than the current situation of creation.
This ciaim is in accordanceto certain authors' descriptions
of creativity, suchas the onesby Koestler [20] or Boden [2].
Thus, Koestler 120, p. l2ll explains creativity by "the
sudden interlocking of two previously unrelated skiils, or
matrices of thought".
However, several important questions remain to be
answered to understand the use of analosies in creative

e What is the nature of the situations (or "matrices of
thought") that can be used as sourcesof inspiration?
e What makes someone thinking of an analogy anùor
seeing an analogy where no one saw one before?
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Concemingthis last issue,Koestler [20, p. 201], points out
the fact that analogies used in creative acts were not
"hidden" anywhere but "created" by the imagination, and
that such analogiescould be considered as the result of a
relation establishedin the mind through a processof seiective emphasis.However we stiii have to defrnehow such a
selectiveemphasiscan occur.
Vy'eargue that the seiectiveemphasisdescribedby Koestier results from the constructionby the creatorsthemseives
of a "constrained cognitive environment". This claim
contraststo views of creativity as an "expression of freedom". It is. however. in accordancewith certain views that
acknowledge the intervention of constraints in creativity
(see, for instance,Ref. [2]), but we wish to go further by
identifying on which basisthe designersconstructtheir own
cognitive environment.
Such a constrainedcognitive environment could evolve
during the creative activity and would comprise constraints
of different types.Some of theseconstraintscan result from
unconsciousprocesses and remain unconscious, showing
themselves through apparently intuitive acts. However,
other constraints-Îhe ones we wish to analyze-are the
obiect of a more conscious treatment.In order to define
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them, the creatorscan take into accountdata from both the
external contextof the creativesituation(e.g. for instance,
certain constraints, such as a deadline specified b1' other
stakehoiders)and from their own internal context,e.g. the
activationof certainknowledge.Therefore,a part ofthe data
used by creatorsto constructtheir own constrainedcognitive environmentwould be dependenton situationsof creation encounteredpreviously.
Towards the end of contributing to answer the above
questionsand. therefore,to know more about: (1) the role
of analogiesin the emergenceof new ideas; and (2) the
construction by creators themselves of their own
constrainedcognitive environment,we are going to analyze
real-worldactivitiesin which professionalshaveto be creative, to some extent: design activiries. Therefore, we first
characterizethis domain of study and we will show, based
on the description of a reai event of discovery of a new
solution,how anaiogicalreasoningcan be a sourceof creativity. Then, we will presentresuits of two experimentai
studiesconductedwith desienersin order to determrne:
1. The natureof sowcesthat can facilitatethe evocationof
creativeanalogies.
2. The parameterson which designersof different levels of
expertise can focus in order to construct their own
constrainedcognitiveenvironment.

2. Design activities
In CognitivePsychology,designactivitiesare described
as specificprobiem-solvingsituations,as designprobiems
are both iII defined and open-ended.Design problems are
consideredi1l definedbecausedesignershave,initialiy, only
an incomplete and imprecise mental representationof the
designgoals [11,28].The designers'mental representation
This specificity
evolvesas the problem-solvingprogresses.
ofdesign problemshasbeendescribedas basedon an iterative dialectic between problem-framing and problemsolving 127,291.To summarize this process, during
problem-framing,designersrefine designgoalsand specifications and, thus, refine their mental representationof the
problem.During problem-solving.designerselaboratesolutions and evaluatethese solutionswith respectto various
criteriaandconstraints[3,5]. Thus.eachdesignerconstructs
her or his own representationof the design probiem and
deais in fact with a problem that has become specific to
her or him. Indeed, different designers dealing with a
same problem. develop different ideas and reach different
solutions,materialized,for instance,by drawings or plans
[1]. Therefore,design problemsare also consideredto be
open-endedas thereis usuallyno singlecorrectsolutionfor
a given problem,but insteada variety of potentialsoiutions

[ 1s ] .
In suchdesignactivities,and especiallyin "non-routine"

activities. designershave to create an innovative product
as well to satisfy certain specifications.Although certain
designerswish to keeptheir activitiesin someway "mysterious". we arguethat their creativity can be, at least partially',
explainedby analogicalreasoning,in accordanceto certain
researchworks-though not directly related to designsuchas the onesof Boden [2], Hofstadter[17] or Kolodner
[21]. Schematically,in order to solve the problem at hand
(or "target" problem), the designerwould refer to a simiiar
probiem or situation. for which a solution aiready exists
("source" solution) and she/he would transfer certain
featuresof this solution to develop the solution ("target"
soiution) for the probiem at hand.
In favor of this idea, we can describeexamplesof creative
acts we observedin an area of high technoiogy: the design
of aerospaceproducts [4]. During long term observations
conductedin this area,we noticed that, when designershad
to deal with new probiems which required an innovative
concept(or soiution),thesedesignerscould be inspiredb1'
familiar objects,which did not belongto their professional
domain.For example,to developan innovativesolutionfor
a reflector, which had to be spreadout in orbit (and which
was fundamentally different from the usual reflectors). one
of the designersin charge of this project took into account
the principle for drawing the curtains that were settled in
front of his office. The anaiysisof the observedfunctioning
allowed him to invent a mechanismfor drawing, on earth.
the reflective surface of the reflector without risks of
tangling in the underlying metaliic struclure, and for,
later, easily spreadingit out in orbit.
Such observationscan be found both in design domains
(seealso Refs. [9,31]) and in other domainsof innovations
(see,for example,the invention of the computer by Charies
Babbage[18]), but we considerthat designactivitiesconstitute a particularly interestingdomain of study as creativity is
intendedto be a part of designers'activities(and despitethe
fact that, obviously,we miss certaineventsthat can contribute to the creativeacts.when they occur outsidethe professionalarea).

3. Analogies and emergence of new ideas
In order to reach a better understandingof the role of
analogiesin the emergenceof new ideas,we are going to
present results of a first study [7], which allowed us to
control the sources designers could take into account for
an analogical reasoning as well as to analyze the impact
of different types of potential sources on the evocation
processdeveiopedby designers.
3.1. Descriptionof the experimentalsituation
This study was conducted with 10 voiunteer studentsin
Applied Art (in a technical school of Marseille. France;.
Thesestudentshad acquiredknowledgeand skills in design
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''cyber-café". It should
be a partrcular
The object to be designedwas intendedto be used in a Parisian
stool with a contemporary designin order to be attractive for young customers.Suchstools should allow
the user to have a good sitting position, holding the back upnghl. Towards this end, the users should put
their knees on a support intended to this function. In additron, these stools should allow ùe users to
rela4 by offering them the possibility to rock.
Fig. 1. Brief descriptronof the object to design.

and were realiy involved in reai design projects. therefore,
we will refer to them as "designers".
We askedthem to design a new product, definedin collaboration with their professor of Applied Arq in order to be
sure that the design problem will be rea1l1'new for the
sfudentsand to present it in the same way than the design
problems they were used to deal with. Therefore, the
designers were provided with a schedule of conditions
consisting,first, in a scenariodescribing both the object to
designand its use (seeFig. 1) and, secondiy,in a reminder
of the main requirementsto satisfy.
Such a description leads to the evocation of objects we
alreadyknow. In particular, the designerscan evoke known
objects or "sources", in order to understandthe object to be
designedbetter together with the transfer of certain properties of the sourcesto the problem at hand ("target").
In order to identify the sourcesevoked by the designers
who parucipatedin this study, we askedthem to think aloud.
Though limits of this method have beenpointed out (see,for
instance,Ref. [12]), it allows the accessto, at least,a part of
the designers' thoughts and it is, therefore, frequently used
in studiesabout design activities as well as in certain studies
aboutanalogicalreasoning(see,for instance,Ref. [16]). The
designers'verbaiizationsas weli as their graphical activities
were video recorded. Then, the verbalizations were transcribed and matched with the drawings made by the
designers.In order to avoid too much subjectivity during
the analysis, two "judges" analyzed the data separately,
which allowed us to discusspossiblepoints of disagreement
in the interpretations.We observedthat we reacheda good
degreeof agreement(no point of disagreementappeared).
The experiment was 50 min long, which is a realistic
duration to realize a rough draft of the ordered object.
More precisely, it consistedof two phasesof 25 min each.
1. During the first 25 min, the designerswere assignedto
one out of two experimentalconditions (five designersin
eachcondition):
o a free condition,in which the designerscould freely
solve the problem and spontaneousiyevoke known
l'able i
Charactensticsof the potential sourcesproposed to the designers
Sources

Intradomail

Inærdomain

Studied
Never studied

"Nomadic" stool
Rocking chair

Logotype
Canoe-kayak

sources")they couid refer to;
objects("spontaneous
o a guided condition, in which we provided the
designers with names of objects that could play the
role of "suggestedsources". Two of these potential
sourcesfor an analogicai reasoning were considered
intradomain. as they were belonging to the categoq/
of "seats". Two other potentiai sourceswere considered interdomain, as they referred to objects very
different from seats. In addition, one intradomain
object and one interdomarn object had been studied
by the designers during their Art Appiied class,
whereasthe two other objects had never been studied
(see Table 1). Each of the names of objects were
written on folders and delivered to the designersin a
random order. In this first phaseof the experiment,we
chose to provide the designerswith only names of
objects and not graphical representationsof specific
objects (or "instances"). These names refer to Çategories of objects and may lead the designersto infer
what general principle or feature(s) can be extracted
from this ciass of objects as relevant for the object to
design. For instance, the designers may reflect on
what could be relevant on a canoe-kayak or on a
logotype for designing the specific stool describedin
the scheduleof conditions.
2. During the following 25 min, the designersof the fwo
groups were in a similar siruadon: they had both names
and a graphical representationof. each type of potential
soruce,i.e. an "instance" of each categorydefinedby the
names.Contraryto the sources'names,the graphicalrepresentationsmay facilitate more the identificationof precise
featues that designerscan transferto the object to design.
Designen who beionged to the "guided" group could
directly open the folders they had been provided with, to
find out the specific graphical representations.During this
secondphase,designerswho belongedto the "rree gr..-l
were providedwith both the namesand the graphicalrepresentations.
3.2. Findings about the evocationprocess
Two findings, related to the evocation processdeveloped
by designers,seemparticulariy interesting.
r The designerswho belongedto the guided group evoked,
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Table 2
Nature of the evoked sourcesaccording to the experimental conditions
Nature of evoked sources

Intradomarn
lnterodomain

Experimenta^lcondition
Free condition

Guided condition

6
1

T4
19

in mean significantiy more "spontaneoussources" than
the designersofthe free group:respectively,a total of33
sourcesvs. 7, which correspondsin mean to 6.6 sources
by designervs. 1.4 (p < .05).This effect appearedin the
two phasesof the experiment but was higher in the fust
phase.
o During the first phase,26 sourceswere evoked in the
guidedcondition vs. only 6 in the free condition.
o During the secondphase,7 sourceswereevokedin the
guided condition vs. 1 in the free condition.
r This result can be explained with regard to anotherone:
the designerswho belonged to the guided group evoked,
in mean. significanti;, more interdomain sourcesthan the
designersof the free group:respectively,3.8 interdomain
sourcesby designervs. 0.2 (p < .05). Therefore,wholiy
the sources evoked by the designers of the free group
were intradomain contrary to what we observedfor the
designersof the guided group (seeTable 2).
3.3. Discussion
As we just pointed out, the designerswho beiongedto the
guided group evoked, especialiyduring the first phase,a lot
more sourcesthanthe designersof the free goup. Sucha result
showsa "snowball" effectof thepotentialsourceswe suggested
to the designersof the guided group: we oniy suggestedthem
four namesof sources,whereasthey evoked26 "spontaneous
sources"during the fust phaseof the experiment.
Therefore, it seems that the presentation of names of
objects, which refer to categories of these objects, has a
facilitating effect on the designers' evocation process.
Such an effect differs from previous f,ndings both about
the general human cognitive functioning and about, more
specifically,the designers'cognitive functioning.Indeed,a
"design fixation" effect (Ref. [19], quoted in Ref. 126l),
similar to a certain extent to phenomenonsof "functional
ûxedness" and "mechanisation of thought" (see Refs.
J4,22,32)), had been previously observed:individuals,in
general, and designers,in particular,,tend to reproduce
feafures of the examples they were provided with. Thus,
Janssonand Smith [19] showedthat designers(and. especialiy, professionaldesigners)tend to reproducenumerous
features of objects' graphical representations they saw
before, comprising features irrelevant to the task at hand.
The effectwe observedis oppositeto suchpreviousfindings
and can be explained with regard to two types of interprerations.

1. The effect of "design fixation" may be dependenton
the designers' level of expertise: such an effect might
become higher as the designersacquire expertise. Experienceddesigners,such as the professionaiswho participated
in the study of Janssonand Smith [19] could be more influencedby the suggestionof objectsspecificallyrelatedto rhe
object they have to design (i.e. objects that directly belong
to a same category). On the contrary, iess experienced
designers, such as the students who participated in our
study, could be more influencedby objects that are familiar
to them, even if theseobjects are not a priori directly related
to the object to design. Other results and, especially,the
ones of the study of Purcell and Gero 126l are also in
favor of this interpretation.
Such an interpretation seems to ût particuiariy design
problem-soiving: these problems being open-ended, they
allow the designersto refer to various sourcesof inspiration.
Therefore, iess experienceddesignersor novices have the
opportunity to evoke sources that are familiar to them
though not directly linked to the object to design.
2. The effect we observed can also be explained with
regard to the nature of the sources we suggestedto the
designers of the guided group, during the trst phase.
These sourceswere presentedas names of objects, related
by different ways to the object to design.Such namesreflect
categoriesof objects and may lead the designersto think of
general principles or features that could be transfened to
the object to design.Therefore,contrary to what could have
happenedin the study realized by Janssonand Smith [19],
our designersdid not focus on specific featuresof instances.
Indeed. the sourceswe suggestedled ttrem to extend their
spaceof research.
Moreover, as two of the suggestedsourceswerc interdomain, suchpotential sourcesmay have facilitated the evocation of other interdomain sources. For instance, the
suggestion of a canoe-kayak as a potential source shows
the designers that objects, which seem, a priori, very far
from the object to design, can inspire them. Thus, the
main part of the sources spontaneously evoked by the
designers who beionged to the guided group consisted in
interdomain sources;whereas the designerswho belonged
to the free group mainly evoked intradomain sources.
These two characteristics(namesof objects and interdomain sources)of some of the sourceswe suggestedto the
designersofthe guidedgrouphaveled themto be iessfocused
on surfacecharacteristicsof the objecttheyhaveto designand
morefocusedon deepprinciples(e.g.iinked to thefunctioning
of objects).Therefore,they havebeenableto takeinto considerationvariousdomainsandto look for functioningprinciples
common they could transferto the new object.

4. Construction of a constrained cognitive environment
Our hypothesis is that, in order to constrrct their own
constrained cognitive environment, designersare going
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A manufacturerwishes to renew the imageof torches. Towards this end, helshe asks you to think of a
new concept oftorch use,basedon a new gesture,due especiallyto the removal ofthe traditional
switch.
in order to reach a renewal of the image of torches, you do not have only io process to a styling
treatment but also to rethink the concept of light appearanceand disappearance.
Fig. 2. Limited description of rhe object to be designed

both to look for data in ûte external context and to activate
specificelementsof their internal context(i.e. for instance.
certain knowledge eiements).The internal context depends
on severalfactors, such as the state ofproblem-solving and
the designers'level of experrise.
Since we wish to analyzethe role of these two types of
contexts, we are golng to present certain results from
another experiment [6] settled in order to reach a double
objective,namely:

4.1. Description of the experimentalsituation
Six volunteer designersparticipatedin the experiment:
. two professional designers,having two and six years of
expertisein an offrce of Design;
e four studentsin Appiied Art, in their secondyear (out of a
three years degree course) of specialized training in a
technicalschool.

Table 3
The effect of the designers' level of expenise on the number of information
elements asked and used

In order to identiff the data or patameterson which they
focused, we used the experimentalparadigm of ,,information on request": the designers were provided with a
descriprion of the design problem as limited as possible
(seeFig. 2) and they had to ask quesrionsto the experimenter in order to be provided with the information elements.
Usuaily, the selection of information elementsin the external environment remains implicit, as the designers are
provided with a reiativeiy specifiedscheduleof conditions.
In our experiment, such a seiection became more expiicit
becausethe designershad to formulate questionsabout the
featuresthey were looking for.
In order to give to the designersexactly the same information elements, when they inquired, the experimenter
referred to a table that provided her with a precise description of the different possible ansrvers. If one of the
designers'questionsappearedto go beyond the planned
answers,the experimenteranswered',we don't know (yet)
this information eiement". In addition, when the designers
requestedtechnical information elements,they could access
to descriptivedocuments,and a traditional torch was at their
disposal for possibie manipulations.
Each designer had a 2 h time to deal with the proposed
problem. In order to determinehow the designersused the
gathered information elements, we also asked them to
"think aloud".
As it was the casein the previous experiment,we videorecordedthe designersactivities, we transcribedtheir verbalizations and matched them with their graphical productions. In order to avoid too much subjectivity, the dara
analysis was again conducted by the two judges, who
reacheda good degree of agreement.

Designers' level of expertise

4.2. Findings about the data taken into account

o to identify the data designers take into account in the
external context;
. to determine how the designers' level of expertiseinfluences the taking into account of data from the extemal
context.
'We

assumethat designersselect among all the information
eiementsexisting in the external context, the elementsthey
consider to be important to design a new product. Such
elementsare going to underiie the definition of ,,prescribed"
constraints.Moreover. in order to construct their own
"constrained cognitive environment", the designers will
add to the prescribed constraints, at ieast, two other tvpes
of constraints[3.5]:
. "constructedconstraints",when they derive from exper_
tise acquiredin a speciûcdomain;
r "deducedconstraints",when they result from an anaiysis
by the designerof the implications of the current state of
problem-solving or from an analysis of the implications
of already defined constraints (through a process of
constraint propagation).
Suchconstraintsorient the designers'focusofattention and
therefore iead them to think of already existing objects,
those functioning may satisfy the constraints taken into
account. Therefore, the analogical reasoning we described
in the first study would be based on the focalisation of the
designer on certain constraints.

Inforrnation elements

Used
Professionals
students

10.5
5

lô.5

tl.25

We conducted a quantitative and qualitative anaiysis of
both the information elementsthe designersrequestedand
the information elementsthey really referred to during the
designproblem-soiving.
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4.2.l. Quantitativeresults
The quantitative results we obtained (see Table 3) show
that:
o the professional designers asked, in mean, twice more
information eiements than the students (respectively,
1 0 . 5v s . 5 ) ;
o the same tendency occurs during the problem-solving
itseli sinceprofessional designersreferred, in mean, to
more information elementsthan students (respectively,
1 6 . 5v s . 1 1 . 2 5 ) .
In addition, the comparison of these two types of results
shows another finding: both the professional designers
and the students added new information elements to the
ones they were provided with. Such new information
elements were therefore assumed by the designers, and
they could underiie the definition of new constraints,probably specificto eachdesigner.
4.2.2. Qualitativeresults
In order to know more about the information elements
professionaldesignersand studentsdealt with, we analyzed
qualitatively the information elementsthey inquired and/or
referred to. It aliowed us to define rtve tupics of interest,
which are eachcomposedof different information elements.
1. Information elementsabout the company from which the
demand is originated.
2. Information elementsabout preexisting similar products.
3. Information elementsabout the users and the conditions
of use of the future product (target, age of the target;
planneduse; conditons of storage;etc.).
4. Possible technical features (source of energy, such as
battery;type of bulb; materials;etc.).
5. Marketing information eiements (name of the product;
marketing places; production amount; price; range of
products).
Certain topics appeared to be of interest for all the
designers, whatever their level of expertise. Thus, three
types of information elements were taken into account by
all the designersand deepiy anaiyzed.
c Preexisting similar products. heexisting products were
taken into accountby all the designersin order to perform
an analysis of the advantages and inconveniencesof
certain of the products' features. Preexisting products
constitute in fact "intradomain" sources of inspiration:
the designersassessedcertain of the products' features
and transferred those they consideredas interesting for
designing the new product. Designerscould aiso rethink
and improve features that they consideredas presenting
drawbacks. Therefore, the designers should be able to
reach a new product, more efficient than the ones already
existing.Suchan analysisofpreexistingproductsconsti-

tutes an important and necessarystagein the designers'
activities and, consequently,it is taught to students in
Applied Art. Therefore,we observedit from both professional designersand students.
Conditions of use of thefuture product. Such a topic was
broachedby the designersafter having defined who will
be the user of the future product (i.e. the target). The
analysis of the conditions of use of the future product
allowed the designersto define new constraints. such as
"to let the user free of moving as she/he wishes" or "to
aiiow him or her to hang the torch on the car"). On such
bases,the designersthen looked for specific featuresfor
the new product.
Sourcesof energy.Such a technicalfeature constitutesan
essentialcomponentfor the new product to design.It is a
determinant of its functioning and it appeared to have
consequenceson other feafures, such as the shape of
the new product (for instance, "the use of cylindrical
batteriesinvolves a cylindrical shape").
Other topics were specifically taken into account either by
professionaldesignersor by students.
The two foliowing topics were broachedonly by professional designers:
o Information elementsabout the companyfrom which the
demanl is originated. Contrary to students,both professionai designerstook into account information eiements
related to this topic. Especially, they asked questions
about the consideredsectorof activity and the company's
production network (manufacturer or subcontractor).
Studentsmay have consideredsuchinformation elements
havingno consequence
on the designofthe new product.
However, professional designers adopted a different
view, sincethey usedsuchinformation elementsto assess
feafures they envisagedfor the new product (e.g. "this
feature goes beyond competencies of Mazda"-the
company which is intended to have expressed the
demand) and it also allowed a professional designer to
define possible means of manufacruring ("since it is
Mazda, they will be able to offer themselvesmolds, especially for an industrial quantity").
t Marketing information elements.Information elements
about the production amount and the marketing places
were only taken into account by professional designers,
for instance,in order to know the extentof the company's
sectorsof activities and its categoriesof customers(e.g.
diffusion to professionalvs. to consumerpublic),
It also appeared that only one information eiement was
taken into account specifically by students.It consists in a
technicalfeatureofthe newproduct, relatedto the beam of
the torch (largevs. precisebeam).This seemsrepresentative
of the approach studentsadopted: they analyzed in details
the new object to design and were more focused on speciûc
featuresthan professionaidesigners.
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4.3. Discussion
The resultswe obtainedtend to show
that the designers,
ievel ofexpertiseied to the adoption
ofdifferent approaches
for dealing with rhe problem ai hand:
e Students appear to be specifically
centered on the new
product to design. Indeed, they took
into account infor_
mationelementsaboutthe usersand the
conditionsof use
of the future product as weil as about
technicarfeatures
reiated to this object. Moreover, they
seem to remain
fgcysedon specifrcfeatures,which can
constitutesoluces
of difficulties for them (such as the beam
of the torch).
r Professional designers
appear to adopt a more general
approach than students,which aliow
them to take into
account information elements related
to other aspects
than their ..local" stage of design (e.g.
information
elements reiated to the charact"riJtics'oi
,h"
or to the marketing).
"ornpuny
The taking into account of information
elements and
constralntsrelated to other stages
than the one of design
itseif. showsthat, though nu*"Àu,
aesign st"ps occur indi_
vidually, they are in fact integrated
in a"coll,aborativepart_
nership among,for instance,the designer,
the customerand/
or the user of the new product, the minufacturer,
etc. Therefore, we observed that professionat
Oesigiers are able to
adopt points of views of other stakeholiers,
rnvolved in
the design process at a more general
level; whereas, it
does not seem to be the case of- students,
af teast, Au.ing
the early stagesof design problem_sotving.
However, the
adoption of different viewpoinls by a
desiiner rn the early
stagesofproblem-soiving can be essential
in order to avoid
decisionsthat wiil appear,later, either
irnporrlUf" or diffi_
cult to apply,due ro incompatibilities
witiriire objectivesof
other.stakehoiders
(e.g. incompatibilitiesbetween
planned
technical features and the manufacturer,s
means), More_
over. aspoinredby Fischer.[13],having
different viewpoints
can allow the designerto discover aitÀatives,
to develop a
reflection based on a more enriched
and meaningful
perspective and, therefore, to enhance
the quality of the
designedartifact.

5. Towards supporting creativity
The different results obtained in
the two studies we
presented allow us to identify possible
weaknessesof
designersand, on this basis, to suggest
.r*arn ways to
support them in tàeir creative activitie-s.
5.1. Supporting the emergenceof

new ideas

Resuits of the first study we presented
can be used in
order to suggest,ar ieast, three ways
,o ,upfoa designers
in their creative activities (as well
;, p"rri;ly,-other fypes
of creators):
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r It seemsimportant to propose
to users of knowiedgebasedsystemsnot only ,,.àr.r,, or examples
of alreadv
designedobjecrs(asit is the case,for
instairce,;À;;<tr;
sysrem,which supportsarchitectural
design t24l), but
also more general categories of objects,
which could
lead. less specifically,the designersiowaros
new direc_
ttons,to which they would not think
of spontaneously,
r Stiil in order to open up
the spaceof researchof preexisting objectsthat Çanfacilitate the understanding
and the
solving of designproblems,it seemsuseful
to ,,igg.rt to
usersof support_syste
ms interdomain sources oJ.inspiration related, to a certain extent. to the
problem at hand.
This would imply to charactenzeboth
features of the
object to design and fearures of the
objecrs stored in
the system's knowledge_base.
Such a ciaracterization
shouldbe basednot only on the objects,
surfacecharac_
teristics but also on their structuraLcharacteristics
(such
as functioning principles), in order
to alrow ilnovative
'
pattern-matching between the object
to design (target)
and various preexisting objects (sources)_including
objects a priori far from the àne to be
designed.
.
way to open up the space of research
I 9.d
and to
facilitate the creation of new analogies
could be also to
provide designerswith images of oùjects
that apparentlv
are not related to. the object to
design ifo. instunce,
rmages of randomized objects originated
from various
areas).Though theseobjects are a priori
completely inde_
pendent of the object to design,
àesigners could.invent
relationships arnong these objects
arid, therefore, ..see
analogieswhere no one saw them,, (see
Ref, [25] for an
example of such a processof invention
of analogical
relationshipsin order to design a specific
object, such
as a chair).

5.2. Suppot-tingthe taking into account
of various
viewpoints
The results obtained in the second
study we presented
showed that students seem to have
more âifficulties than
professiolal designers to adopt,
ar least during the eariy
stages of design, a general approach
combining different
points of view.
Certain support-systemscould, therefore,
be useful to
,
designersthat are novice in a specific
*"",'Ou, also to
designers.It could be the
of sysrems
"Iq"ri:l:"d
with a "blackboard" architecture,such
"ase
as tir"îOSS
system
which supportsûre designof sreamrurbi;;,
f23J,
by presenr_
ing to the usersknowjedgesources,.nr.ting
aif"rent view_
points (e.g. geometrical or
electricaf requirements,
viewpoints related to the manufacturing
or to the market_
iog).
Other systemsand,especiaily,.,critiquing
systems,,could
also support designers in taking
into- uccount othe.
constraints that the ones they
define themselves and.
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therefore, faciiitate the adoption of new viewpoints.
Critiquing systems seem. to fit particularly the "openended" and "ili defined" characteristics of design
probiems (see, for instance, Ref. [14]): these systems
allow the user to define her or his'own design solution
and they assist her or him in evaluating this solution.
Such critiquing systems appeared, moreover, to be
useful to both novices and experienced designers,
though the benefits are different according to the
designers' level of expertise (see Refs. t8,301).

[5]

[6]
[7]

6. Conclusion

[8]

We have presentedin this papertwo sfudiesabout cognitive mechanismsthat seem to go towards opposite directl0ns.

[9]

r Analogical reasoning based on high leve1 and interdomain sources,which appearedto open up the space of
researchof new ideas.
o The constructionof a constrainedcognitive environment,
which tends to delimit the spaceof research,on the basis
of constraints resulting from the takrng into account of
the "externai context" (e.g.prescribedconstraints)and/or
from the taking into account of the "internal context"
(such as "constructed" constraints,which dependon the
designers'expertise,or such as "deduced" constraints,
which can depend on the current state of probiemsolving),
Our objective was to show that the combination of these
two cognitive mechanisms underlie creative acts and we
believe that it is the case not only for design activities but
also for otler creative acts, comprising artistic activities,
suchaspainting (e.9. painterscan respectthe "gold number"
or constraintssuch as "to avoid to center attractionpoints").
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